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Report No. 50-456/85-004(DRP);50-457/85-004(DRP)

Docket Nos. 50-456; 50-457 Licenses No. CPPR-132; CPPR-133

Licensee: Coninonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Facility Name: Braidwood Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Braidwood Site, Braidwood, Illinois

Inspection Conducted: February 3 through March 1, 1985

Inspector: L. G. McGregor

Sf26 [A
Approved By: W. L. Forney,, Chief

Projects Section 1A Date

Inspection Summary

Inspection on February 3 through March 1, 1985 (Report No. 50-456/85-004(DRP);
50-457/85-004(DRP))
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced safety inspection of licensee actions
on previous inspection findings, plant tours, preoperational test procedure
reviews, and preoperational test performance. The inspection consisted of
202 inspector hours onsite by one NRC inspector, including 42 inspector-hours
onsite during offshifts.
Results: Of the four areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or deviations
were identified.
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DETAILS

1. -- Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO)

*L. M. Kline, Project Licensing and Compliance Supervisor
*C. W. Schroeder, Project Licensing and Compliance Superintendent
*G. W. Nelson, Assistant Technical Staff Supervisor
*T. W. Simpkin, Technical Staff - Licensing
*G. E. Groth, Project Construction Assistant Supervisor
*D. L. Cecchett, Project Licensing and Compliance Engineer
*P. L. Barnes, Project Licensing and Compliance Engineer
*D. P. Spence, Project Licensing and Compliance
*T. E. Quaka, Site Quality Assurance Superintendent
*E. E. Fitzpatrick, Assistant Manager, Quality Assurance
F. Lotarski, Field Engineer
R. Wrucke, Assistant Project Licensing and Compliance Supervisor

_

C. Tomashek, Project Startup Superintendent
H. Zimmerman, Projects Startup Supervisor
B. Wurglitz, System Test Engineer
B. Ronchetti, System Test Engineer
D. Hoots, System Test Engineer
R. Letko, Startup Group Leader

Westinghouse

T. Skanes, Westinghouse Startup Engineer

NRC

*L. G. McGregor, Senior Resident Inspector
*P. R. Pelke, Project Inspector

* Denotes those personnel present at the exit interview.

Additional licensee and contractor personnel were contacted during the
course of the inspection.

f 2. Licensee Action on Previously Identified Items
|

(Closed) Unresolved item (50-456/81-02-01; 50-457/81-02-01): The inspector
observed that the safety-related 125 volt battery banks were installed in
an enclosed area with three walls. The fourth wall was temporarily
installed as wire mesh. The inspector questioned whether the battery room
as constructed would afford adequate protection from hydrogen gas accumu-
lation and possible explosion resulting from operation of the electrical'

equipment which shared the common area with the safety-related batteries.
:
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The inspector has reviewed the licensee's corrective action (see the
review of _ noncompliance 50-456/84-06-06; 50-457/84-06-06 below) and;

considers this item' closed.
,

(Closed) Unresolved Item (50-456/83-17-01; 50-457/83-16-01): The "as-
built" condition of the 125 volt DC safety-related battery banks at Byron

L and Braidwood were not enclosed by a battery . room with a three hour. fire
rated wall as recommended by Appendix A of Branch Technical Position-

9.5-1,' paragraph C.7.8. The battery alcove, which had become.a part of
the electrical equipment and switchgear room, may permit hydrogen and other
gases liberated from the battery cells to free flow in undetermined

; directions. Air and gas movement in the battery alcove is. dependent upon,

.
the operation of the battery room and electrical and switchgear room

| exhaust systems; however,-these_ systems do not have a positive suction on
the total battery area, or all cells. Further, the ventilation system as
' designed for the battery alcove drops three and one half feet below the
: ceiling thus leaving a dead air space for the possible accumulation of.
hydrogen gas. -The adjacent electrical equipment and switchgear rooms :

.have~ ceiling areas with as much as eight foot of dead air space and are-*

not equipped with explosion-proof electrical circuits and/or explosion-
proof electrical motors for the exhaust fans. These. fans are now part of'-

'

-the ventilation system committed to remove hydrogen gas. The NRC requested-

the licensee to provide documentation to establish the basis for the-i

design _ change which removed the Category-I concrete block-fire wall and
L substituted an expanded wire fence and if the engineering review and

approval-of this design change took.into account the affect on the venti-F
lation system and justified deviation from Branch Technical Position -9.5-1.

,~ The licensee recently explained that Sargent and Lundy had these records
and ~ that they would be made available for NRC review as soon as they could
be located. <

-This unresolved item-is incorporated with.an item of noncompliance
(456/84-06-06; 457/84-06-06)-and is considered to be closed based on the
licensee's actions discussed below.

f. (Closed) Noncompliance (50-456/84-06-06; 50-457/84-06-06): This item of.

|
~ noncompliance incorporates the two previously discussed unresolved items.

J'

In report 50-456/83-17; 50-457/83-16 the NRC had requested the licensee to
. provide documentation to establish the basis for the design change which
. removed a Category I concrete fire wall from design drawings and substitute
an expanded metal wire fence. The NRC also requested the licensee to
provide documentation to establish that this design change.(metal wire

~ fence) was commensurate with those measures applied to the original design.
and that appropriate engineering. reviews and approvals were accomplished.
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A number of design drawings which had been approved and released to
construction such as; electrical installations, structural, ventilation
floor plans, general arrangement, auxiliary building radiation shielding
arrangement, and auxiliary room floor loading diagrams; were changed
through various drawing revisions beginning in February 1978. The Byron /
Braidwood Fire Protection Report, Revision 3, contained one drawing showing
the battery room concrete. wall as being removed while a second drawing
indicated a specific battery room designed to enclose the 125V DC safety-
related batteries. A Sargent and Lundy inter-office memorandum, dated
September 9,1977, states that the walls for the 125 volt battery rooms at
Elevation 451 feet 0 inches in the auxiliary building, "be removed as
suggested by the Electrical Department and that provisions should be made
for putting back these walls for divisions 11 and 12,125 volt DC battery
rooms". The memorandum gave no engineering evaluation for the removal of
the walls or if this removal process was permanent or temporary. The
memorandum continues..." Provisions for the reinstallation of the walls
that are to be removed should keep in mind, i.e., Structural should take
necessacy steps to insure that walls can be installed, and HVAC should
make_previsions for the required ductwork, dampers and'other HVAC
components necessary if separate HVAC systems are required if the walls go
back up again at a later date."

On June 11, 1984, NRR submitted a request for additional information to
the licensee based on the staff's concerns regarding modification to the
safety-related battery rooms. The licensee's response to this request
dated July 6, 1984, stated, "The attached responses further substantiate
our continued belief .that the existing design is technically acceptable

.

and provides adequate protection. Nevertheless, an additional measure of
conservatism can be provided in some respects by completely enclosing thef

j battery room with solid walls. Therefore, we are issuing design changes
for construction of a reinforced masonry wall in place of the wire fence."-

The inspector observed that construction of the masonry walls is currentlyi
in. progress and the ventilation system has been adequately redesigned.
Based upon the licensee's corrective actions, the inspector considers
this item closed.

No item of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

3. Plant Tcur
During this reporting period, the inspector completed tours of containments
1 and 2 and the auxiliary building. These tours were to assess the
cleanliness of the site, storage conditions of equipment and material being
used in support of testing activities, the potential for fire or other
hazards which might have a deleterious effect on equipment, and to witness
startup test activities in progress.
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During an inspection of the tendon tunnels (elevation 353) for Units 1 and
-

2, the inspector noted grease leaking from the junction between the
bearing plate and the grease can on numerous tendons. Unit 1 tendon
number 92 is missing the necessary bolting to properly connect the grease
can to the bearing plate. The inspector also noted water dripping from
the grease filler plug on tendon 241 located in Unit 2. The licensee is
preparing the necessary inspection procedures to remove and inspect this
tendon. This is considered to be an unresolved item (50-456/85-004-01;
50-457/85-004-01) pending the licensee's inspection and repair of these
tendons.

In general, the implementation of project housekeeping procedure PCD-05
" Project Housekeeping", has improved plant cleanliness. However,
contractor activities, especially around the containment spray pumps and
residual heat removal pumps, have left the area cluttered with discarded
material (old flush hoses, wood planking, wire, dirt and paper). Project
startup has been advised of the cleanliness requirements and will contact
the appropriate contractor personnel.

No items of noncompliance or deviation were identified.

4. Preoperational Test Procedure Review

The inspector reviewed the following preoperational test procedures
against the FSAR, Startup Manual and Regulatory Guide 1.68:

BWPT-EF-11 Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) Full Flow
BWPT-CS-10 Containment Spray

The following problem areas were noted:

a. EF-11

Subsection 7.3.4, requires sump pump, hoses and connections, available
to support any leakage beneath the reactor vessel from the refueling
boot. The system test engineer assured the inspector that sufficient
pump capacity would be available.

Subsection 7.3.5, camera / flash unit to record sump vortex. The
inspector questioned the validity of the- test to verify that no
vortex was present because of the physical piping line-up to add water
to the sump.

Subsection 7.5.1.1, requires the system test engineer to verify that
the Unit 1 containment sumps are cleaned to ANSI Class B requirements.
The inspector questioned the cleanliness of the containment floor and
the need to protect electrical equipment from flooding in the event
a pump or valve failed to function as planned.
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Subsections ' 7.5.1.2 and 7.5.1.3, required ~ verification that the line
-

from containment Sumps IA'and IB to the first isolation valve had
been cleaned to ANSI Class B requirements. The system test engineer

,

-noted clothing (mens jacket and pants) floating inside the pipe some
distance from the sump. These articles of clothing were removed.

'The inspector also questioned the amount of nitrogen pressure
required in the refueling boot after it was installed around the
reactor pressure vessel. The system test engineer stated that 35 to
40 psig might be excessive and that lower nitrogen pressures within
the. refueling boot would be considered.

| b. CS-10

The cleanliness condition.of the containment spray system remains ani

|
open issue with the NRC. Foreign material may enter the system
because approximately twenty-five percent of the sy; tem requires.

i

flushing, thirteen lines require hydrostatic testing and system work'

must. be completed which will result in cutting and welding operations.
I

i No items of noncompliance or deviations.were identified.

p, 5. Preoperational Test Performance

The| inspector witnessed the performance of portions of the following-
preoperational tests.

BWPT-CC-10 Component Cooling Water System _
BWPT-CV-10 Chemical Volume Control,- VCT and Charging Pump

:BWPT-CV-11 Chemical and Volume Control System
BWPT-DG-10 Diesel Generators

! BWPT-SI-12 Safety Injection Systems

.The_ inspector noted a few minor inconsistencies which the licensee
resolved via Test Change Requests (TCRs). .The procerares were reviewed

|- and approved by licensee management in accordance with requirements of
the licensee's QA Manual,'the Startup Manual, and Reculatory Guide 1.68.

[ .The inspector verified the following:

Adequate licensee per'sonnel were present to conduct the test.a.
b. Test data was collected and recorded properly.

Test equipment was properly installed and calibrated.| _. uc.
' d. .The test was being conducted'in accordance with the Authorized

L
For. Test procedures.

L _ .e. Deficiencies and problems identified were properly documented.
f. Major or minor test-procedure changes were processed and/or'

approved as. required by the Braidwood Startup Manual, Section
3.5.

!
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CC-10 Test
.

Completed .Section 9.1.8 - Motor Operated Valves stroking and
timing for'all valves listed on data sheet 11-1.-

The following tests have been completed:

9.1. Motor Operated Valves: Stroking and. Timing'

. 9.2 - Air Operated-Valves Stroking and Timing
9.3 ' Phase A and B Valve Isolation Checkouts -

. 9.4' Temperature alarm checkout
9.8 Installation of-Jumpers and-Lifting of. Leads to Isolate

Phase A and B Containment Isolation Signal
9.30 Bus .141 Cubicle 12 Breaker Test'
9.31' Bus 142 Cubicle 9 Breaker: Test-
9.32 Bus 141 Cubicle-1,8 Breaker Test;
9.33 Bus ~142 Cubicle 112 Breaker Test
9.34 Bus 0CCO 1E Cubicle 1 Breaker Test

- 9.35 Bus OCC01E Cubicle 3 Breaker Test
- 9.37 Computer Point Readouts for Manual Operated Valves and

Transmitters.c
The remaining sections 9.5,_9.6, 9.7 9.9 through'9.29 and 9.36 will
be . completed at a later date.

CV-10 Test

Section-9.7,LMake up Controls.(Primary Water and Boric Acid Feed)
could.not be completed because of a bent valve stem on flow' control-

Lyalve 110A (Drawing M64 Sheet 4). : A major test change was written
to control this.section of the CV-10 test.' Valve parts were'placed on-
. order and a system retest will be conducted after the valve is,

rebuilt.

CV-11 Test =

; The-following. sections were completed:

9.14 Logic' and Interlock Testing of Reactor coolant Pump Seal
Injection Isolation Valves 1CV8355A, ICV 8355B, ICV 8355C

I
- and ICV 83550.

' 9.15 Logic and Interlock Testing of Letdown to Regeneration.
Heat Exchangers 1A and IB Isolation Valves ICV 8389A and

. 1CV8398.

;9.20 Logic and -Interlock Testing of Charging Pump Flow Control
Valve 2CVFCV121.
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9.31 Logic'and Alarm Testing of: Reactor Coolant Pump No. 1 Seal
Water Injection Flow Channels 142, 143, 144 and 145.

9.34 Logic,and -Interlock Testing of Letdosn High . Temperature
.Demineralizer Divert Valve.1CV129 and Temperature Channel
129.-

!

9.36 Logic and Alarm Testing of Charging Pump Flow
Channel 121.

DG-10 Test

While operating the 1A diesel in support of the Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) full flow test, a crankcase explosion
occurred which imediately shut down the diesel. All system

. pressures (oil and water) were normal with appropriate
operating. temperatures. Upon inspection of the cylinder walls,:
evidence was noted that the number SS cylinder walls were
scored and marked with indications of excessive local heating.

-Examination of the piston and wrist pin indicated that foreign.
material had blocked the-. oil flow path causing local heating and
ignition -of the crankcase vapors. 011 samples and analysis of
metal particles within the oil sump verified the cause of the
malfunction.1 The cylinder liner and piston assembly were
replaced and the engine oil filters changed. Testing of the ..

diesel generator has been successful and the diesel has been used-
.to support the testing of ECCS.

SI-12 Test

- The following sections were completed:

9.10 Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) Heating Pump and Heater
Logic and Operation Test.

9.11 Recirculation Sump Isolation Valve Containment Level

9.12 Manual Valve Computer Points.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

-6. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which information is required in order
to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of noncompliance,
or deviations. An unresolved item disclosed during this inspection is
discussed.in Paragraph 3.
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.;7 . Exit Interview-

The inspector met with licensee repres'entatives (denoted under Persons
' Contacted) during and at the conclusion of the inspection on March 1,1985.- !

-

The-inspector summarized the scope and findings of the inspection, and
discussed the likely content of the inspection report. The licensee
did not indicate _that any of the information disclosed during the
inspection could be proprietary-in nature.
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